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JNU Administration has received reports that the newly elected office bearers of JNUSU or their alleged supporters have been creating disturbance either by disrupting the necessary security checking by the wardens or have been disrupting the routine official work of the Office Staff or the administrative officers of the hostels.

While it would be appreciated that JNUSU office bearers help the security staff by being vigilant about the miscreants who may intend to cause disturbance in the campus, but they must also realise that obstructing officials of the university or its security from doing their duty or causing any impediments to normal research and teaching is against not only the Rules and Regulations of JNU, it also damages the ethos and principles which guide all the stakeholders of this great institution to live in harmony and peace.

JNU Administration advises and appeals to every section of the university to abide by the ethos and principles and Rules and regulations. No violation of the rules will be allowed and individuals responsible in causing any disturbance and discomfort to others will be held accountable.
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